ACROSS
1. Yukon law enforcers: Abbr.
5. Acronym for a sale with twofers
9. Park-ranger garb material, often
14. Neighborhood
15. Outback bird herd
16. Tanked up
17. Huff and puff
18. Seaweed at sushi bars
19. Insectivorous singers
20. "I'm familiar to you, but my face isn't, since I almost always appear ___"
23. Natalie's "Splendor in the Grass" role
24. City watched over by "Christ the Redeemer"
25. Topic for an X's-and-O's session in football
28. "That's me, helping you through traffic ___"
32. Part of some matrices
35. Busy airport
36. Cases for small sundries
37. "If you're wondering where to go, I'm providing clues ___"
42. Heep of Dickens
43. Square root of nove
44. "The Confessions of ___ Turner" (1967 novel)
45. "For hikers, I mark Point A ___"
50. Stand on a football field?
51. Card game akin to crazy eights
52. Hip-length tops
56. "You guessed it! I am ___"
59. Collection of papers
60. Saab or Wiesel
62. Bear with a hard chair and bed
63. Fast-growing invasive vine
64. Theories with adherents
65. Humanities maj.
66.固定鸡翅?
67. Unforeseen obstacles
68. Nomadic vandal
69. Bills featuring Hamilton

DOWN
1. Meteoric
2. One doing heavy lifting
3. Very bright circle?
4. Welcome sign of aging?
5. Winning screenwriter at the first Oscars
6. Melville novel set in Tahiti
7. Trusted expert
8. Trees supplying basket weavers
9. Bowed and scraped
10. Bring on
11. Pub order
12. Barbie's beau
13. Bouncers' requests, often
14. "___ the last rose of summer"
15. Quark-binding particle
16. Waiter at The Happy Sumo on "The Simpsons"
17. "Yo, buddy, over here"
18. Play in which Spencer Tracy made his Broadway debut
19. "A plague ___ your houses!" (Mercutio's curse)
20. "Complete from ___ Zinc" (Centrum slogan)
21. Don't buy
22. Request with corned beef
23. What "fresh as a daisy" is,ironically
24. Place for some of Beethoven's trumpets
25. "Tsk, tsk, tsk"
26. Vein glory?
27. Offering the richest content
28. Proverb ending
29. Certain Vietnam War protest
30. Peer ranked above a comte
31. "If all ___ fails ..."
32. "The longest distance between two places," per "The Glass Menagerie"
33. Half of a biathlon pair
34. "The longest distance between two places," per "The Glass Menagerie"
35. Summer hrs. in Knoxville, but not Nashville